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reil ldentify the option that replaces the question mark of
4-q.t

. a --.95

(A) -32
45

@ tdentify the meaju re of ,i from the given figure.
n
t U

a

R
I ?n"

3
x"

5

(B) 60"

(D) 8s"

T

(A) 50.

(c) 70"

@ suppose x and y are non zero reat numbers such that
3x+ t- - r =-? ..-- x+3!
x_3y -. Lnoose the value of 

fi.
(A) -3
(c) 1.

(B) -1
(D) 2
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@ The sum of three consecutive integers is 186. ldentify
the Iargest of these three integers.

(A) 62 (B) 63

(c) 64 (D) 6s

By what number should the expression LZxy be divided
to get 4y ?

(A) 3y (B) 3xz

(c) 3xy (D) 3x

@ A shopkeeper buys two bags of tea, one containing

,i nt and the other containing zqLke.He mixed the

tea together and packed it in 40 equal packets. How
much tea is contained in each equal packet ?

#or (B) 1ke f-r (D) *nr(A) (c)

q
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Given below are the measures of two angles of a
iliangle. which one can be the measures of an acute
angled triangle ?.

(A) 45",45" (B) 35",45.
(c) 30",40" (D) 25",75"

The areas of squares p and e are in the ratio 4 : 9. lf
the area of p is L44 sq cm, find the perimeter of e.
(A) 17 cm (B) 72 cm

(C) 27 cm (D) 324 cm

lf ,a,,,b',,c, and ,d, are four consecutive multiples of
8 and a < b < c < d, what is thevalue of (a _c) (d - b) ?
(A) -2s6 (B) 16

(c) 2s6 (D) _16

A number is increased by 25% and then decreased by
2O%. What percent of the original number is the
resultant number ?

(A) 10s (B) 1oo

(c) !2o (D) 12s

q
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Choose the result of

(0.625 x 0.625 + 2.x 0.625 x 0.375 + 0.375 x 0.375)

(A) 0.12s (B) 1

(c) 1..L25 (D) 2.375

ll x2 = - 1, then select the simplest value of r'2o24.

(A) 1 (B) -1. (c) r (Dl -zoz4
Select the equivalent of 9a's : 37.

(A) e:1 (B) 3:1"

(c) e :2 (D) 3 :2

ln the figure find the measure of ZBACit ZABD = ZCAD
and ZBAD = ZACD.

L' c

(A) 120"

(c) 75"

(B) 60'

(D) so"
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15 ln the given figure, ABFE is a square and B is the midpoint

of line segment AC. Find the area of the shaded region,
in cm2.

X.7 cnn

(A) 64

(c) 2oo

(i) 1s (ii) os

(A) (i) and (ii)

(c) (i) and (iv)

153

E

15 cm

(B) 136

(D) 2s6

8

(iii) so (iv) 51

(B) (i) and (iii)

(D) (ii) and (iv)

133 L43(D) 
4

143(B) 8 (c)

E

A

@ Which of the foltowing vatues are equal ?

m Find the fourth proportional of L3 
,39 .L7' g'4'2'

(A)
B

j
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Choose the option which has no line of symmetry.

(A) Scalene triangle (B) lsosceles triangle

(C) Equilateral triangle (D) All of the above

tf lines AB, AC, AD and AE are parallelto a line 'f', then

(A) A, B, C, D and E are collinear Points

(B) A, B, C, D and E are non-collinear points

(C) AB & AC are parallel and AD & AE are perpendicular

(D) AB=BC=CD=DE=EA

Which of the following could be a value of r in the
given figure ?

A

B

cD

(A)

(c)

30'

40"

(B) 50"

(D) 10"
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@ choose the resurt " (;{l;.1,.;.*)
-19 1 -t -5(A) * (B) 64 (c) A (D) A

@ Select the sum of interior angles of a pentagon'

(A) 720" (B) 530'

(c) 540" (D) 450"

m The diagram shows two isosceles right-triangles with

sides as marked. What is the area of the shaded region ?

(A) 8 cm2

(C) 12.5 cm2

(B) l-0 cm2

(D) l-5 cm2

fu
!t :D.:1-! 
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m The length and breadth of a rectangular field are in

25

the ratio 3 :2.|f area of the field is 3750 sq.m. Find the
cost of fencing the field at T 24.76 per metre.

(A) { 18s40 (B) < 246s8

(c) < 61so (D) T 61eooo

E and CO- bisect each other at O. Which of the

following statement is true ?

A

(r ne + co)

6

(A)

(c)

AB= CD B AO =OD

AO=gO (D) co = cD

Paper Code: UN497 ,,.'," -,,Y-oLYMPI/^\DsI
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Read the given statements.

(i) Component P is in ON position. So, current will
flow through the circuit.

(ii) Electric current flows from component e to the
component R.

(iii) The component R has nichrome element in order
to last longer.

Which of them is/are correct ?

(A) (i) and (iii) only (B) (ii) and (iii) onty

(C) (i) and (ii) only (D) all of the above

The average speed of a motorist on a journey is the

(A) total time taken for the journey divided by the total
distance of the journey.

(B) average of the fastest and the slowest speeds.

(C) average of the initial and the final speeds.

(D) total distance travelled divided bythe total time taken
for the journey.

R

a

g
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@ Observe the electric circuit diagram given below.
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Given below is a metal rod of Iength 50 cm. 4 drops of
wax, W x, y and z are placed at the distance of 5 cm, L0
crn, 15 cm and 25 crn respectively from the end M. Look
at the diagram carefully and answer the questions.

5cm 10cm 15cm 25 cm

wxyz
When heated from the end M, drop w falls off first in 2
minutes time. What will be the time taken for the
drops x, y and z to fall in minutes ? Assume rate of
heat flow is inversely proportional to the distance of
heat flow.

(A) 4,6, lO (B) 3, g, !2

(c) 5, 10, 15 (D) 6, L2, L8

A student carried out an experiment and found out
that nichrome wire was the best material she had for
making a heating coil. Which variable did she change
while conducting her experiments ?

(A) Length of the wire (B) Number of batteries

(C) Number of bulbs (D) Material of the wire

A boy rides a bicycle and travels at 50 km/h for 2 hours.
The remaining 30 km is covered at 50 km/h. What is
the average speed of the bicycle ?

(A) 55 km/h (B) 50 km/h

(c) 52 km/h (D) 65 km/h

Paper Code: UN497 ....- . -in-OLYMPIh\DS
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Four students W, X, Y and Z each had a glass filled with
the same amount of water. They put 10 ice cubes of
similar size into each of their glasses. Each of them used
a different method to prevent their ice cubes from
melting. Which student's action is correct ?

(A) Student W wrapped her hands tightly around her glass.

(B) Student X wrapped his glass with a plastic sheet.

(C) Student Y covered the glass and wrapped it with a

cold towel.

(D) Student Z covered the glass and wrapped his glass

with newspaper.

ldentify the most suitable metal for core of an
electromagnet and its application.

!f an object moves with a constant speed, the distance-
time graph is a

(A) straight line.

(B) curved line.

(C) horizontal line to time axis.

(D) parallel line to velocity axis.

33
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(A) Soft iron Electric bell

(B) Brass Electric iron

{c) Aluminium Speaker

tD) Steel Cra ne
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@ The figure given below is used to find out if the amount

of heat will affect the time taken for the ice cubes to

melt.

Eeaker

lee cubes

Tripod stand

Bunsen
burner

Which of the following statements about the experiment

is correct ?

(A) The number of Bunsen burners should not be changed

(B) The time taken for the ice cubes to melt when there

were 3 Bunsen burners should be 9 min

(C) When more Bunsen burners were used' the ice cubes

melted quicklY

(D) When more Bunsen burners were used' the ice cubes

took a longer time to melt

5i*fipllkesPaper Code: tjllI497Iirl
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@ Three identicar burbs are atready connected in an
electric circuit in a straight line with two cells and a
fourth similar bulb is also connected to the same
circuit in the same way, Brightness of burbs decreases

(A) when the bulbs are connected in a straight line.

(B) as the voltage decreases.

(C) when the bulbs are connected in parallel.

(D) both (A)and (B)

l
\

j
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@ Observe the figure shown below.

Wind
direction

what do you think wiil happen to the tinned or strawroofs on the house if a strong wind blows in the
direction shown ?

(A) The occupants will hear the howling sound of the wind.
(B) The electricat supplies will be disrupted.
(C) The r:oof will be lifted up.

(D) The roof will fall.

The pH of an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid is 2.
what will be the pH of the acid after the addition of 10g of sodium chloride ?

(A) 1 (B) 2

(c) 7 (D) s

Paper Code : IlN4gz
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Which of the following statements is true when milk

changes into curd ?

(A) lt changes from liquid to semi-solid'

(B) There is a change in taste'

(C) Curd cannot be changed to milk'

(D) All of the above

Which gas/solution produces hydrogen ions when

dissolved in water ?

(A) DrY Cl gas

(B) NaOH solution

(C) NarSOo solution

(D) Aqueous solution of HCI

!n a Pressure kerosene stove

Which of the following is true about the above

statements ?

(A) I is a chemical change; Il is a physical change

(B) t is a physical change; ll is a chemical change

(C) Both I and ll are physical changes

(D) Both I and ll are chemical changes

eriti,ih,*kns
Paper Code: UN497
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l. we Purnp kerosene and convert it into vaPours'

ll. the vaPours burn to produce flame'
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Non-metals react with oxygen to form respective non-
metallic oxides. Which non-metallic oxide on hydrolysis
gives only a strong acid ?

(A) Sulphurdioxide (B) Carbon dioxide

(C) Sulphurtrioxide (D) Nitrogen dioxide

A concentrated sugar solution on cooling formed
different shapes. ldentify the process.

(A) Crystallisation (B) Evaporation

(C) Galvanisation (D) Expansion

A boy dissolved the following substances in water
separately

P - Tooth paste q - Milk of magnesia

R-Vinegar S - Shower cream

Which dissolved substances will turn red litmus blue ?

(A) P only (B) Q and R only

(C) P, Q, and S only (D) B R and S only

Poper Code: UN497 , ," " -{\1-OLYMPIT^\DS
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@ Read the statements in the box given below'

@

Which of them are examples of physical changes ?

(A) I and lV onlY (B) tl and lll onlY

(C) lll and lV only (D) All of the above

A paper strip held between one's thumb and forefinger

moves upward on blowing air over it because air

pressure

(A) above the striP increases.

(B) above the striP decreases.

(C) above the striP becomes zero.

(D) below the striP becomes zero.

Ar, :].) + 
-'.\7oLYMprh\D5
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@ study the characteristics of an organism given berow.

X
I

I
I

Aerobic respiration
I

I
Y

Name the organism X and the process y involved
respectively.

(A) Yeast, normal diffusion

(B) Frog, cutaneous

(C) Earthworm,pulmonary

(D) PIants, transpiration

Paper Code: UN49Z ....,". -AuoLYMpt)^{Ds

it.

lial
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r lt is a microorganism.
o lt shows saprophytic mode of nutrition.
o lt feed on dead and decaying organic

matte!. for its food.

Based on the above information identify the organism.

(A) Mucor (B) pitcher plant

(C) Amoeba (D) Venus flytrap

m Study the figure given betow.

:7
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@ Which of the following is not true about insectivorous
plants ?

(A) They are green in colour and syntheize their own food.

(B) They do not undergo photosynthesis'

(C) They grow in those soils which do not contain
sufficient nitrogen mineral.

(D) They feed on insects to get their nitrogen nutrition.

Match the columns.

(A) a - 1; b -?;c-3; d -4; e-5
(B) a -3; b - 1; c- 2; d -5; e- 4

(C) a - 5; b - v; c - 3;d-2;e-1,
(D) a-?;b - 3; c - 4;d-5; e-1'

49
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t. Pale yellowa E rythrcc.ytes

Plasma without clotting factorsb. Blood plasma ')

Sei"urn 3 Red blood cells

A White blood cellsd Spleen

e Leucocytes 5. Graveyard of RBC's
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E The figure of an insectivorous plant is given below'

ldentify the purpose for which this plant undergo

movement.

(A) To obtain suPport.

(B) To obtain nutrients.

(C) To protect themselves from touch.

(D) To disPerse seeds.

E Observe the given diagram of a flower.

rb

v---l

- Stigma

Style

Anther -L *
Filamentl
Petal

Sepal

ldentify the parts X and Y in the above figure.

iiolH Poper Codel. UN497
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Stamen(A) Pistil

Peta ls(B) Se pa ls

Pistiltc) Stamen

Peta ItD) Sta men
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E Study the diagram given below'

Si*wlt'tg
exiraled air --"-_

LOTK

Linre
la{atfr

What can be inferred from the above activity ?

(A) The lime water turns milkY'

(B) The process of exhalation during respiration is tested'

(C) Presenceof COrcan betested byturninglimewatermilky'

(D) All of the above

Which of the following parts of digestive system secretes

HCI?

(A) oesophagus (B) Pharynx

(C) Stomach (D) Mouth

The specialized roots that respire are seen in:

(A) ln deserts (B) Gardens

(C) Mangroves (D) On land

ldentify the pigment present in red blood cells of the

blood that helps to transport oxygen'

(A) Anthocyanin (B) Melanin

(C) Haemoglobin (D) Carotene

q
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I 'v I You accidentally break a vase in your neighbour's

house while playing. What should you do ?

(A) Pretend it didn't happen and leave without saying

anything.

(B) Run awayfrom your neighbour's house and avoid them.

(C) Confess to your neighbor about the accident and offer
to help pay for a replacement.

(D) Blame someone else for the broken vase.

Which of the two levers will require more force to lift
the weight ?

(a) (b)

(A) The first lever

(B) The second lever

(C) They both require the same force

(D) Cannot tell

Paper Code: UN497 A.
oLYMPI};\DS
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B Which option will replace the question mark ?

,f $. 0 = * and Q + 7\ = A and [ + [
=AQano;\+AA=AOOandA+
A+=A A,thenAO+fiQ=r
(A) onn (B) oao
(c) AOA (D) AO+

59 ln the following string, you are allowed to swap any

two adjacent (neighboring) digits. What is the
minimum number of such swaps you will have to make

so that all 5s come together ? (Note : lt is not necessary

that 5 has to be at the beginning or the end) 51156575

(A) 3 (B) 4

(c) s (D) 6

q
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ln the following question a statement is given'

followed by two conclusions' Give answer:

Stotements:

lrregularity is a cause for failure in exams'

Some regular students fail in the examinations'

Conclusions:

(l) All failed students are regular'

(ll) All successful students are not regular'

Choose the correct oPtion'

(A) OnlY conclusion I follows'

(B) OnlY conclusion ll follows'

(C) Either I or llfollows'

(D) Neither I nor llfollows'
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